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2021 Autumn-Winter

TREND CO
OLIVE BRANCH
THE BEAUTY OF THE MANY DIFFERENT SHADES OF THE OLIVE BRANCH IS IN THE DEPTH
AND ENIGMA OF THE COLOR.
You can find the sensational mixture of gray and green among the autumn trend colors as a 3S159 Olive Branch, and the 3S160 Khaki
is evergreen in the world of nails. The 1S109 Olive Branch is a very natural and serene shade which brings a very classy looks to anyone
who wears it. The S011 Brown has a deep saturation but yet it has the fine softness of a chocolate mousse.
NEW!

New! 1S109

NEW!

New! 3S159

NEW!

NEW!

New! S011 SENS

New! 3S160

PALE ROSETTE

THE COLORS OF THE PALE ROSETTE ARE INVOLVE THE CLASSY SHADES OF SOFT PINK AND PEACH
AMONG OUR NEW PRODUCTS FOR THE FALL.
The femininity 3S157 Pale Rosette can be a cheerful moment on the gloomy mood of the fall. The 1S106 Pale Rosette is the choice of
elegance and it can be combined perfectly with the deeper colors of the autumn. The Sens Base Gel Cover Pink and Cover Peach.

NEW!

NEW!

New! 3S157

New! 1S106

NEW!

New! Cover Peach

NEW!

New! Cover Pink

OLORS

Different shades among our new products in the colors of Olive Branch and Pale Rosette
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This nail was made with the new Milky Rose,
Milky White and Flash Chocolate ‘3G Polish’
gel polishes by Sikari Edina.

2021 Autumn-Winter

Novelties
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This nail was made with the Sens Cover
Peach AcrylGel, the SS01, S004, S009 ‘3G
polish’ gel polishes and the Plasty Gel
Brown, Pink and Yellow by Újvári Barbara.

The autumn novelties of
the premium brand of
has arrived
You can find 2 new super vivid colors, 2 brightly shining Flash colors and 4 milky white shades among our new
arrivals. Extra strong Cover Base Gel colors are coming out this fall, so as the bigger, 10 ml version of it. The
high quality of these new products is the same as we have in the mother brand ‘Crystal Nails’.

Újvári Barbara international nail art educator is participating (among our other professional
educators) the developement of the special ingredients of Sens by Crystal Nails. She and her
breathtaking work are known worldwide, she has helped increase the knowledge of thousands of
professional nail techs in America, Asia and Europe.

BARBARA ÚJVÁRI
SENS Ambassador

ZOLTÁN
JÁKOB

CEO of Crystal Nails
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base gel & apron
NEW! SENS BASE GEL

DEVELOPED FOR NAIL STRENGTHENING TECHNIQUE BASE GEL (“LIQUID BUILDER GEL”) IS NOW
IN 10 ML VERSION!

Base and strengthening gel with extra strong cohesion. This bigger version of the product is perfect for everyday salon work
because easier to work with the bigger jar: easier to gain the material from it, the surface can be made faster and the chance for
creating bubbles in the nail is less last but not least it could last longer. We have 2 new colors in the Sens Base Gel product line: the
shades of Cover Pink and Cover Peach. The Cover Pink is a natural pink-ish shade, the Cover Peach is a peach-y nude shade. Both of
them have excellent coverage and the cohesion is the same as the Clear. It could be escpecially charming for french, babyboomer
nails, base for any nail art or by itself.
This is the strongest known Base Gel on the market right now, specially developed for strengthening technique. Due to its special
component, it is unique among base gels. It has tiny little artificial silk strands in it, making the product thicker and more flexible.
Beyond that; this new technique can help with the preparation of the surface and C-curve, due to its consistency, it will not flow
over the lateral nail fold or near the cuticle. It can also help with the cohesion too speeding up the process. The product contains
vitamin ’E’ and calcium. The order of base gels by cohesion: Sens Base Gel, Compact base Gels, Builder Base Gel, Universal Base Gel,
(Easy Off Hardener Gel). This product will not get hot during the curing, remains flexible and it will not break.
Cure time: 1-2 min (LED), 2-3 min (UV)

10ml
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10ml
4ml

4ml

10ml

4ml

NEW
COLOR!

NEW
COLOR!

New color!
Cover Peach

New color!
Cover Pink

Clear

Even the Clear is
available in a 10 ml
version!

w
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This nail was made with the new
S012 and the new Flash Cobalt ‘3G
Polish’ by Doviscsák Dóra.

NEW! SENS
APRON
GOLD&BLACK

Modern tayloring, gold logo and
water repellent.

NEW!

Front

Back
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3G & flash & milky
gel polishes
SENS ’3G POLISH’

NAIL ART GEL POLISHES WITH
MAXIMUM COVERAGE FOR GEL POLISH
DECORATIONS (TOO).

NEW
COLOR!

NEW
COLOR!

New! S011

New! S012

4ml

NEW
COLOR!

4ml

NEW
COLOR!

We have 2 new shades of these magnificent 3 step gel
polishes in this season: the S011 is like a chocolate, the
S012 is a gray-ish blue shade. Thick, highly pigmented and
it has excellent coveage in just 1 layer.
Cure time: 1-2 min (LED), 2-3 (UV).

SENS FLASH ’3G POLISH’

CREATE SENSATIONAL NAILS WITH THE
CHOCOLATE AND COBALT SENS FLASH
‘3G POLISHES’!

3G Polish with light reflective sparkles, which will be
shine bright as a diamond if the sun hits the surface of it.
In “normal” circumstances is “just” a very vivid color gel
polish but don’t judge a book by its cover: if the light hits
that from the side or from the back it will be as sparkly
as in the sun. Using matte top gel it will be a marble
effect on the nail.
Cure time: 1-2 min (LED), 2-3 (UV).

NEW
COLOR!

In the sun

Brigh light

New! Flash
Chocolate

BRAND NEW! SENS
MILKY 3G POLISH
WHITE AND ROSE
These are the newest, softly pigmented,
milky effect colors among the Sens 3G
polishes: a non yellowing milky white and
a creamy milky pink. Both of them have
2-2 new shades. The 1 represents the
lower pigmented one, the 2 is the more
pigmented one.
Cure time: 1-2 min (LED), 2-3 min (UV)
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NEW
COLOR!

New! Flash
Cobalt

4ml

Brand new!

Brand new!

Brand new!

Brand new!

New!
Milky white 1

New!
Milky white 2

New!
Milky rose 1

New!
Milky rose 2

Brand new!

w
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Autumn-Winter
Novelties
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Brand new!
Brand new! Elasty Hardener Gel
CLEAR, FLEXIBLE, SOAK-OFF NAIL STRENGTHENING “LIQUID BUILDER GEL” WHICH CAN CREATE A STRONG AND
LOG LASTING LAYER TO THE NATURAL NAILS.
This is ideal for everyday salon work, for creating c-curve, filling, correcting. It can be used for making S, M size nails (using forms)
concidering the thickness of the material. Unfortunately during the building process, it can barely pinching. Under another builder gel,
it can be used as strong base gel. For strengthening the nail, the color can be applied on it without any filing, so the time of the fillings
could be less than ever. It can be used for pedicure as well.
Cure time: 1-2 min (LED), 2-3 min (UV)

Brand new!

13ml

13ml

8ml

8ml

Brand new!

This nail was made with the new Elasty Hardener Gel, the new R178 Light
Lupine, the new Sens 3G Polish Milky White 1, Crystal Flake 2, the new Nova
Crystal Gems and mini beads by Majnik Mónika.
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New!
New Color!
Xtreme Fusion
AcrylGel
Mermaid Latte
We have good news for those who adores
the mermaid powders and the Xtreme Fusion
AcrylGels: we have brand new shade among our
Fusion product line, called Mermaid Latte.
Cure time: 1-2 min (LED), 2-3 min (UV)

NEW
COLOR!
CN advise:
you can easily create the
popular transparent effect. If
you would like to reach more
natural result, create the
base layer with Xtreme Fusion
AcrylGel Transparent Pink, so
the free edge and the nail bed
part will be nearly the same.
The sparkles will be peachypinkish shade with Cool Top Gel
Universal and green-ish yellow
using the Cool Top 4Dark.

30g

Brand new! Milky Top Gel
A FAST WAY FOR CREATING FRENCH NAILS!
Non-cleansing top gel. It has 2 shades: white and pink. It is recommended to use it in a
thin layer as the other top gels so it will not get a strong coverage. It can smoothen the
smile line. It will be the favorite to all who adores the sophisticated french nails.
Cure time: 1-2 min (LED), 2-3 min (UV)

White
4ml

Brand new!

Pink
4ml
New! Pink
Milky Top Gel
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Brand new!

New! White
Milky Top Gel

w
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This nail was made with the new Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel
Mermaid Latte by Majnik Mónika.
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4ml

New! 3 Step CrystaLac trend
Colors 2021 Autumn-Winter

8ml

New!
MARVELOUS COLORS IN 3 STEPS!

Suprise you customers with these highly pigmented, long lasting 3 Step CrystaLacs!
Spice up the fall with a touch of romance, using the 3S157 Pale Rosette! The fashionable
shades of green will be your favories: the 3S158 Deep Sea and the 3S159 Olive branch
bring you youthful style. The 3S160 Khaki is the mandatory piece and not just in the fall!
Cure time: 1-2 min (LED), 2-3 min (UV)

New!

4ml

New!

New!

New!

New!

8ml

New! 3S157
Pale rosette

New! 3S158
Deep Sea

New! 3S159
Olive branch

New! 3S160
Khaki

NEW! Urban Look 3 STEP CrystaLac
Collection (4x4ml) display

The best colors of the season in 1 kit! 4 new autumn colors in a cool box what you can tranform into a display. Take out the jars and the
display crown and lay it down! Be this amazing display your desk’s jewelery!

New!

New! 3S157
Pale rosette

New!

New!

New! 3S158
Deep Sea

New!

New!
New! 3S159
Olive branch
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New! 3S160
Khaki

w
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This nail was made with the new 3S158 Deep Sea, 3S159 Olive branch,
the new Aquarell Palette and the New Nova Crystal Champagne by
Kesztyűs Dóra.
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New!

4ml

8ml

NEW! One Step CrystaLac
trend colors 2021 AutumnWinter

New!

NON-CLEANSING GEL POLISHES, VIVID COLORS
The non-cleansing one step crystalacs now have the colors of the autumn! The feminine
and soft shade of 1S106 Pale Rosette and the 1S107 Blackberry Wine will astonish your
customers for sure! The 1S108 Smooth Twilight and the 1S109 Olive Branch are for the
wilder customers. Cure Time: 1-2 min (LED), 2-3 min (UV)
New!

4ml

New!

New!

New!

8ml

New! 1S106
Pale rosette

New! 1S107
Blackberry Wine

New! 1S108
Smooth
Twilight

New! 1S109
Olive branch

New! City Chic ONE STEP CrystaLac
Collection (4x4ml) display

The coolest fashion colors of this season in one kit. Just take out the jars and the display crown and lay it down! Be this amazing display
your desk’s jewelery!
New!

New! 1S106
Pale
osette
New!

New! 1S108
Smooth
Twilight
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New!

New! 1S107
Blackberry
Wine
New!

New! 1S109
Olive branch

New!

!

This mail was made with the new 1S106 Pale Rosette, the 1S107 Blackberry
Wine, the 1S108 Smooth Twilight, the 1S109 Olive branch One Step CrystaLacs
by Kovács Nikolett.

w
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New!
NEW! Royal Gel 2021
Autumn-Winter Trend
Colors

New!

NON-CLEANSING COLOR GELS IN ONE LAYER
These are the most trendy colors in the season: the classy and evergreen
colors of the fall. The most smooth shade is the R178 Light Lupine, you can
recommend for your customers who loves the sophisticated colors. The
R179 Ruby Romance is certanly as sensual as the beautiful red shade of
R180 Dark Poppy. The R181 Mahogany will carry you away even in the most
gloomy days as well. Cure time: 1-2 min (LED), 2-3 min (UV)

New!

New!

New!

New!

4,5ml
New! R178
Light Lupine

New! R179
Ruby Romance

New! R180
Dark Poppy

New! R181
Mahogany

New! Downtown Beauty Royal Gel
Collection (4x4,5ml) display

The most trendy Royal Gel colors of the season in just one kit! Just take out the jars and the display crown and lay it down! Be this
amazing display your desk’s jewelery!
New!

New! R178
Light Lupine

New!

New!

New! R179
Ruby
Romance
New!

New!

New! R180
Dark Poppy
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New! R181
Mahogany

x4

!

This nail was made with the new R178 Light Lupine, the R179 Ruby
Romance Royal Gels, the new autumn stickers and the new Nova Crystals
Champagne rhinestones by Kesztyűs Dóra.

w
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New!
BRAND NEW!
Aquarell Paletta
12 pcs - Essential

Brand new!

Create unique designs with the new generation of Aquarell Palette!
This version of the product is easier to handle and work with. You
can find 12 magical, vivid colors. They’re not fading, you can create
transitions and wiped decorations with it.
This art paint is water based, which means it dries on air, you don’t
have to cure it. Important: always work with this on an extra smooth
matte surface (Cool Top Gel Universal 20-30 sec cure time, and matte
it with fine buffer)! After you’re done, cover it with Cool Top Gel
Universal. Use a brush with natural hair, i.g. Aquatic I. and Aquatic II.

New!
Aquatic I. and Aquatic II. brush

Especially developed for aquarell painting, both of them has natural hair. The Aquatic I. is for
bigger patterns, the Aquatic II. is for smaller designs.

New!

New!

New! Stickers

Bigger than the usual, we have sheets of 12*7,5
cm. The stickers are extra thin and they’re have
fall-winter designs: Indian Summer, Fancy Leaves,
Autumn Foliage, Vivid Field.
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New!

New!

New!

New!

w
Ne

Our brand new decorations are mix of the popular colors fall-winter
in a nice and elegant black jar. Create a beautiful decorations on your
customers’ nail with these magnificent thin heart shaped glitters,
which can turn every manicure exciting. We have 2pieces in this season:
Sweetheart and Storm.

New!

CN advise: apply these glitters as a build-in decorations, us them with
the new Elasty Hardener Gel.

This nail was made with the 3S149 Candy Rose, the new 3S157 Pale rosette 3 Step
CrystaLacs, the new Love Decoration glitters Sweetheart by Kovács Nikolett

!

NEW! Love
Decoration glitters

New!

New! Sweetheart

New! Storm

LIMITED!
Cuticle Oil 4 ml
Candy Floss / Raspberry

New!

We have 2 new limited scent in our Cuticle Oil product line: charm your
customers with the irresistible scent of cotton candy and raspberry.

New! K-Color brush

The perfect brush for colorful decorations with soft and synthetic hair, similar to the Gelly Brush. Especially developed for applying
color gels and creating color transitions. Tha flat base of the brush will bring more stability to the hair of the brush. Due to the
thinnes of it, the usage and the work is so much easier with it. The cat-tongue like edge will guarantee the effortless painting near
the cuticle.

New!
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New!
New! Hand- and feet care lotions

The intense and unique product line of Crystal Nails lotions has arrived! These scents are guarantee for the refresh your skin and
boost your mood, because of the increased essence of scent, which we have 2 kind: one with a sweet candy and one with a fresh
lemon bloom and sea scent.

New! Jellybean Lotion Intense

It contains jojobaoil, cocoabutter, rosemary, aloe vera,
nettle and vitamins. It has a gelly candy scent.

New! Aqua Sorrento Lotion
Intense

It contains jojobaoil, cocoabutter, rosemary, aloe vera, nettle and

30 ml

30 ml

250 ml

250 ml

Our new
lotions with
intense
scent

New!
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New!

w
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Bor aligent, quam, soluptatiis estios rectore hendion sequas mollor sum cus perchil issinve litatiatur, con necae conse ommolori ducitatempel est quae atquam
vent, cone ped est accum volores et lam exerum il ipidunt doluptibus, iunt, cus est, quis quam aliquibus audanis explique sum nonsequi ulles auda doluptur?
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New!
New colors!
Nova Crystals

New!

Brand new!
Nova Crystal GEMS

Brand new!
Nova Crystal GEMS Drop

Crystal
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Crystal AB

Crystal

Crystal AB

Aurora

Crystal

o

Top view

Top view

View of 45o angle

View of 45o angle

Top view

Sizes: 2x6mm

View of 45o angle

Top view
View of 45o angle

Top view
View of 45o angle

View of 45o angle

Aurora

Brand new!
Nova Crystal GEMS Drop

Sizes: 5x3mm

Top view

Top view
View of 45o angle

View of 45o angle

View of 45o angle

Top view

Top view

Sizes: 3x5mm

g le

Brand new!

The rhinestones of the NOVA Crystal product family have arrived in our autumn novelties in the most
popular shapes and colors. We recommend for the application of this flat-bottomed stones use tip
glue or Gem Glue Gel, cure the latter in a UV lamp for 2-3 minutes, 1-minutes in an LED! To keep it from
protruding from the plane, you should file the surface of the nail a little flatter (but not filing the C-arc)
so the rhinestone lies better on it.
Brand new!
Nova Crystal GEMS Rhombus

of 4 5 a n

p view
To

o

of 4 5 a n

w

p view
To

SS8

V ie

2.30 - 2.50 mm

SS5

g le

V ie

1.70 - 1.90 mm

SS3

NEW! CN NOVA
CHAMPAGNE AB
Sizes: SS3, SS5, SS8

NEW! CN NOVA
CHAMELEON AB
Sizes: SS3, SS5, SS8

100
pcs/jar
1.35 - 1.50 mm

New!

w

The Nova Crystals family enchants with two autumn shades: the colorchanging Chameleon AB and the golden Champagne selection. In the
elegant black decorative jar you will find 100 glueable glass rhinestones.We
recommend for the application of this flat-bottomed stones use tip glue
or Gem Glue Gel, cure the latter in a UV lamp for 2-3 minutes, 1-minutes
in an LED! To keep it from protruding from the plane, you should file the
surface of the nail a little flatter (but not filing the C-arc) so the rhinestone
lies better on it.

Crystal AB

Aurora

w
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CRYSTALS

The nail in the picture is made with Sens Milky Rose and Milky White ‘3G
Polish’ gel polishes, the decoration is made with the new Nova Crystals
Gems shaped stones and mini beads (work by Dóra Pásztor).
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New!
NEW! Crystal Nails
diaries for 2022

Weekly 2022 appointment diaries in three
unmistakable designs: color-changing holo,
charming floral, and fresh, cheerful green. With
a patented lock, a pen holder, and also creative
pictures and ideas which you can easily implement
in the salon. They fit in most women’s bags
according to their size, so you can record anywhere
and anytime your clients’ appointments. Notes and
business cards can be easily stored in its practical
pockets. Our appointment diaries are always
at your disposal so that you do not get lost for a
moment in the hustle and bustle of everyday life!

New!
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FROM
NOVEMBER

New!

New!

The model’s nails are made with the new 3S158 Sea Green and the 3S159 Olive
Branch with 3STEP CrystaLacs, and the decoration is made with the new
Aquarell palette and the new Nova Crystals Champagne (by Dóra Kesztyűs).

The cover and
the inner pages
can be purchased
separately.

Base Gel Guide
How to navigate in the world of base gels?

The nail industry has been turned upside down since the last few years and anyone who has been in this business long enough,
knows what we’re talking about. Many, many years ago everyone was wearing builder materials on their nails, because that was
the only solution for creating long lasting nails. The semi-permanent gel materials (gel polishes) appeared approximately 10
years ago and it was a huge breakthrough, it brought many possibilities with it. But in the first few years they didn’t last long,
despite the fact the people loved it! The real improvement was when the first stronger base gels/strengthening gels came out.
Due to the built-in brushes, the work became so much easier and faster, they lasted longer and not to mention the more natural
looks as a result. Now, we have 3 different kind of product line what we can choose from: the Compact Base Gel family, the Sens
Base Gels and the newest Elasty Hardener Gel. Let’s see the main differences between them, how you can use them and what
you can use them for?

The most favorite materials for many nail tech, the Compact Base Gel Clear has many possibilities as the
name would tell us. We can use it for foundation for almost every product type except the acrylic: we can use
for classic gel polish technique, for gel sculpting or filling, for acrylgel, for reverse tip technique (in this case,
the base layer is crucial). Furthermore it can be used for modern gel polish technique, for strengthening the
natural nail. This base material is available in 6 different color shade so we can create more and more effect
with their help.

There are 2 shade of base gels with full coverage: the Cover Pink and the Cover Rose. The Cover Pink is the
perfect choise for creating a foundation for french nails, the white free edge will make a beautiful contrast with
it and the result is what we’re all dreaming about. We recommend you to use the Flexi French Gel for creating
the free edge because of the flexibility, the consistency and the amizing color of it of course. The Cover Rose
a bit lighter color, and it is very similar to the popular 3S42 3 Step CrystaLac, which is a perfect pinkish nude
color. Using this product could shorter the time of working, because it can replace using color in case if your
customer is late. Both of these cover shades is a good foundation to any decoration, painting, also it can be
used by itself!
But beware! The more pigmented base gels has less cohesion so recommended to use a clear base gel
underneath it, also because if the next time your customer wants another color, it can protect the natural nail
during the filing.

The Translucent Nude, the Milky White and the Milky Rose are transparent, “semi-coverage” shades. We can
create a beautiful babyboomer and the most natural like nude nail with the first one; the others can be the
perfect choice for the beloved latte nails. We can design very creative effects if we mix these products with
Glam Glitters or Crystal Flake.

Sometimes, we can find the Compact Base Gel Clear a bit less thicker what we can work with comfortably (in
the heat of the summer, for example). In this time we can use the Compact Base Gel Plus, which is equal to the
normal Compact Base Gel Clear, the only difference is the Plus version’s consistency is more thicker which can
prevent the material from flowing around in the hot days of summer. Both of them are “semi-thick” material,
they both assure the fast working rhythm.
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How to navigate in the world of base gels?
The newest member of the super base gels is the Elasty Hardener Gel which is a nail strengthener, a base gel
and a builder gel all at once.
We can use it as a super strong base gel underneath the gel polishes, builder gels and acrylgels. Due to the
strength of this product we can also use it for strengthening the natural nail: the natural nail can grow long
because this gel can protect it from breaking.
Also, we can build a shorter (S, M) artificial nail with it too, using forms or tips. In case of forms it can be pinched
a little bit as well (but not too much). The consistency of this material is medium, bbut during the everyday
salon work is the most optimal kind, because we can work with it faster. This product is self-leveling so when
we’re working with it, the surface will be smooth. And because of that, during the process of strengthening,
the color could be applied to it without any filing meanwhile. In case of building, the filing is only neccessary for
creating the final shape of the nail. The nails built with this product are stong, flexible and they’ll have natural
look as well.
But this gel isn’t huge help for us in case of the technical matters, but also with the decorations too! Nailfetti,
Glam Glitters, Sugar Powders, or any other Glitters: due to the self-leveling attribute, this can be the perfect
match for these non-flexible decorator products. You can use it for ChroMirror Powders, aquarell paints, water
based stickers as well: on the top of the powder and underneath the top gel. Also: for rhinestones, for mini
beads, for Glam Selection too. There is no work phase when we can’t use this material.

We can increase the power of the Compact Base Gels and the Elasty Hardener Gel if we apply a
bit of this powder right before curing the base layer. After that, we can apply the second layer, the
strengthening layer. If you want to make a nail correction without using form, just mix it up with the
gel and you can correct the missing plase with layers.

If you’re craving something really special, choose one of the Sens Base Gel family. These products are
universal: base gel, strengthening gel, builder gel all at once! But the 2 and most important advantages of
these are the consistency of it for once: this is a bit more thick then the others; and secondly, it contains
mini silk strands in it. This developement not just give it a real strength, but it makes your work even more
easier! You can feel the difference when you pull up the brushh from the jar: it has the flexibility as no other
product has. The self leveling attribute just jumped through some level up. You barely touch it and it has
already shaped itself as it should be. It will not flow to the lateral nail folds, nor the cuticle. Those who loves
the modern gel polish technique, it will be their favorite product! This could be the solution for any lifting
problem too. You don’t have to reach out for buildiing gels in case of filling longer nails, due to the silk
strands in it. We have 3 colors now: Clear, Cover Pink and the Cover Peach. The Cover Pink is a pink-ish nude
shade, whilst the Cover Peach a bit more peachy, warmer shade. The interesting thing about these products
is despite of their pigment in them, it doesn’t require the clear base layer as the others. We can create an
amazing babyboomer and french nails with the nude colors. The specialty of the Cover Pink is it contains
micro glitters, which can increase the dazzling effect of it.
The uniqueness of the Sens Base Gels is the silk strands in it, but it has downside too: the surface of the
shiny decorations will show every single little detail of the base gel and it will be not so smooth as we would
like it to be. In these cases, use some of the materials we have without the silk strands.

Whichever Base Gel you will choose, your customers will love it for sure!

Article By Méhész Alexandra
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BEST OF
1
2
3
4

This season has brought us very exciting new preparations and must-have nail art products. We
made a little list for you about the most popular products of the year and you can combine them
with the novelties of the fall.

SENS ’3G POLISH’

This season has brought us very exciting new preparations and must-have nail
art products. We made a little list for you about the most popular products of
the year and you can combine them with the novelties of the fall.

CRYSTALS

Colorful, self-sticking glass rhinestones, for nail art creations. You can find 100
pcs in an elegant black jar. We recommend to use Gem Glue Gel (1-2 min for
LED, 2-3 min for UV) for fixing the stone. We have 17 different shade of Nova
Crystals.

Xtreme Superior Builder Gel – Natural Pink

New Generations of builder gels, which can be used for filing free technique
perfectly. The Natural Pink has nice coverage and it will be the fine match for
lighter skins in the cold months. The color shade is very similar to the color of
the natural nail bed, so when the nail is growing, the difference won’t be so
“loud”.

ChroMirror Pigment Powders

The most popular pigment powders now available in finer grains, so we can
create more spectacular effects with them. We have 4 new shade: Fine Aurora,
Aurora Aqua, Aurora Sun, Ultraholo.
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